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Location Data for Everyone: 
Building "Image geotagging Application" 

Carsten Czarski, ORACLE Deutschland B.V. & Co KG 

Introduction 
Geotagging an image means applying location information to that image. Modern smartphones 

are equipped with GPS as well as with a camera. As soon as you enable the location services for 

the camera, it will geotag your images automatically.  

When such images are being stored into a database, the requirement for displaying these on a 

map or to search for images based on location, is obvious. This paper will introduce the packaged 

application Sample Geolocation Showcase, which is part of Oracle Application Express since its 

Patchset 4.2.5.  

The goal of this application is to demonstrate, how Oracle Spatial technologies can be used in an 

APEX application in order to deal with images and image locations. The application contains 

various components dealing with Spatial data such as Map regions, APEX reports using Spatial 

SQL functions or Geocoding facilities. To install the application, log into your APEX workspace, go 

to Application Builder and click on Create Application. Then, choose Packaged Application .  

 
Create a Packaged Application  

 

Then look up the Sample Geolocation Showcase application and click on its icon. This will be 

available only in APEX 4.2.5 or higher.  
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Choose "Sample Geolocation Showcase"  

 

As for all packaged applications, you'll first get an overview page. Click on Install Application to 

continue.  
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Overview page on "Sample Geolocation Showcase"  
 

On the following page, choose the APEX authentication scheme, click on Next and then on the 

final Install Application button. Then, the sample application will be installed into your workspace 

- this can take up to one or two minutes.  You should see the success message shown as follows. 

Then, start the application by clicking on Run Application.  

 
After installation, the application can be started  

 

After logging in, you'll first see a page with some licensing information for the spatial data services 

used by this application. It uses Oracle eLocation Services for displaying the map and as the 

geocoding service, which converts a postal address into a coordinate. Database (and APEX) 

customers are licensed to use these services within APEX applications - either on apex.oracle.com 

or within an own APEX installation. Details are available in the Terms Of Use document. Beyond 

that, the Oracle Legal Notices apply as well. Read carefully through these documents and click on I 

Accept. You'll be redirected to the applications' homepage.  

http://elocation.oracle.com/elocation/legal.html
http://www.oracle.com/us/legal/index.html
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Licensing information on Oracle eLocation Services 

The following figure shows, how the APEX instance and Oracle's eLocation services play together. 

 

 

Geocoding requests from the APEX Sample Application are being executed as HTTP requests to 

Oracle's eLocation Service. When a map is being displayed, the APEX plugins retrieve background 

map tiles from, again, Oracle eLocation Service. Features Of Interest (Image Locations) are then 

being placed on the map by the APEX application. Everything is being rendered in the client 

browser.  

As already stated: APEX customers are licensed to use Oracle eLocation service within APEX 

applications. But for both geocoding and map display, you can also use your own IT infrastructure 

– the eLocation Service can be displayed with your own database and own Oracle Maps 

installation. For these cases, Licensing of Oracle Spatial technologies gets important.  
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A few words on licensing … 
The licensing of Oracle Spatial capabilities requires some explanations. There is a 

Spatial Option on Oracle's price list but this does not mean that this license is 

needed in every case. Oracle's Spatial functionality is distributed across three 

products: 

ORACLE LOCATOR 

Oracle Locator is part of all database editions (yes, it's also contained in OracleXE). 

Summarized in few words, Oracle Locator contains basic spatial functionality. That 

is, storing vector data, indexing, querying, usage of some standard spatial 

functions like distance calculations. 

ORACLE SPATIAL OPTION 

The Spatial Option needs to be licensed separately (on top of Oracle Enterprise 

Edition) and contains advanced Spatial Functions. That is, working with Raster 

data, Network data models, using the Geocoder in your own database (The APEX 

Sample application uses Oracle's eLocation Service Geocoder) , using Linear 

References and others. To see exactly which functions are part of Locator and 

which require the Spatial Option, it's best to have a look into the Oracle 

Documentation. The Oracle Spatial Developers' Guide contains detailed 

information about Locator and the Spatial Option in Appendix B ("Oracle Locator"). 

ORACLE FUSION MIDDLEWARE MAPVIEWER 

When it is about generating a map from spatial data and we talk about Oracle 

MapViewer (later on in this paper), no database license is involved: Map 

generation is not part of the Oracle Database. To use Oracle MapViewer a Fusion 

Middleware license is needed. MapViewer is already contained in "small" FMW 

editions.  The APEX Sample application uses Oracle's eLocation Service as the 

mapping service). 
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Spatial capabilities are brought into the Sample Application using APEX plugins. For your own 

applications, you might export these plugins and import them into your own application  

 

From the 12 plug-ins, two are most important. The Oracle Maps – Region plug-in is responsible for 

displaying a map within an APEX region – and Elocation Geocoder is capable to turn a postal 

address into a coordinate. The others are helpers and utilities for the Map Region plug-in. For 

instance, Oracle Maps - Get Data retrieves the current map status (zoom level, map window, map 

center, mouse click position) into APEX items. 

On apex.oracle.com, geocoding works out-of-the-box, since the necessary networking settings 

have been applied centrally. On your own instance, you need to do these settings yourself in order 

to make the geocoder work.  

 The Plugin performs HTTP requests to maps.oracle.com via APEX_WEB_SERVICE. So, the 

APEX engine (Schema APEX_040200) must be granted a PL/SQL networking ACL in order to 

resolve and connect to maps.oracle.com. Use the DBMS_NETWORK_ACL_ADMIN package 

to set this up. 

 If your database is behind a firewall (like most ones), you also need to configure a proxy 

server. Do this either in the application or instance settings. 

You can review all application components and also export the plugins to use them within your 

own application. 
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 In the next paragraphs, we will walk through some application pages. First click on Images.  

 
Images 

 
After installation, the application does not contain images. So you need to upload one, preferrably 

one from a smartphone (with embedded location information). If present, the application will 

automatically extract location information using the ORDIMAGE package within the Oracle 

database. If you do not have such an image, take anyone - you can geo-tag it manually afterwards. 

After uploading, the detail view of the interactive report should look like the following figure.  

 
An image has been upload - the location infomation has been extracted  

 
Now, click on Location in order to reach the application page, where the location of the image can 

be changed. Clicking on the image name will instead lead you to another page where the image 

can be rotated, rated or its name changed.  
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Maintain location information  

 
One option is, to just click a position on the map. A marker will then appear on that position. The 

Current Location button will try to request the end user's position from the browser (HTML5). The 

third option is to enter an address in the Postal Address region, choose a country and to click on 

Geocode. This will trigger an APEX dynamic action, which uses the Elocation Geocoder plug-in to 

perform a geocoding request to Oracle eLocation Service.  The results will be stored into an APEX 

collection which can then be displayed using a plain APEX report. 

 
Geocoding addresses  

 

If your address was valid, you should see one or more results below. Clicking on the underlined 

street name will focus the map to the coordinates determined by the Geococder. Clicking on 

Reverse Geocoding will to the opposite operation. Based on the marker position on the map, the 

closest postal address will be determined and returned.  
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Show geocoded address on the map  

 

The Save button will finally store the new image's location in the database table. You get back to 

the main menu with the Home tab. You can now upload more images or move on to the other 

areas within the Sample Application. The addresses area deals also with geocoded addresses, but 

without uploading an image. Upon installation, a few adresses are already present. The Area Of 

Interest branch allows you to draw "an area" onto the map and to store this area in a database 

table. Spatial lookup operantions based on these areas are available afterwards.  

 
"Areas Of Interest": draw a polygon and store it in the database  

 

The other menu items Overview Map, Within Distance Search, Nearest Neighbor Search and Area 

Of Interest Search allow to perform various lookup and query tasks based on the uploaded images, 

stored addresses or drawn polygons.  

 Overview Map: 

You'll see a map and two classic APEX reports. Upon dragging the map, you'll notice that 

the contents of the APEX reports are changing. They always reflect the images and 

addresses which are currently visible on the map.  
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Overview Map: A map - synchronized with APEX reports  

 Within Distance Search: 

Click a position on the map and adjust the slider for the within distance search. You'll see a 

green circle representing the search area. The APEX report on the left contains all images 

and addresses within the given circle. This is based on the SQL function 

SDO_WITHIN_DISTANCE.  

 

Within Distance Search  

 Nearest Neighbor Search: 

Choose a stored address from the select list, adjust the maximum amount of nearest 

neighbors to show and the maximum distance to search within. You'll then see the images 

which are closest to the chosen address. This is based on the SQL function SDO_NN.  
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Nearest Neighbors  

 Area Of Interest Search: 

Choose one of the previously drawn areas (Areas Of Interest). You'll see the images and 

addresses which are located within that area.  

 

Area Of Interest Search  

Feel free to play around with the sample application. Looking into the component definitions 

(reports, dynamic actions, regions, plugins) gives you insight, how the application has been built. 

As stated, earlier, you are free to export the plugins and use them within your own application.  

 

 

 


